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General Comment

I blame all US Gov officials for the mini depression we are in now. (Too many facts to cite.)
So funny this comes just before the Boomers will be wanting to retire.
Especially Bill Clinton who passed the China most favored trading nation bill and revoked Glass-Steagall.
How could they possibly pick retirement plans for us when they stole so much of Social Security funding. (Pay as you Go)
This annuity scheme will be the same. Identical to large manufacturing giving pension concessions years ago to employees, not funding them and now pleading poverty so they don't have to pay. (It was planned that way)
If it is just an offer for people in addition to every other retirement vehicle we have now, then okay.
I have always heard that Annuities are laden with fees, charges, and many other ways to fatten the wallets of those Insurance agents who sell them.
I will never trust the US Government in any retirement scheme because their track record shows they are crooks.